NEW IN DUPLICATING

HP 310 PRINTER
With cutting plotter

What can the printer do:
- Allows a max width of 54”, 6 colors, 1200 DPI
- Posters and wide format prints are powerful communication tools that can be produced easily, quickly and affordably by Duplicating Services

What can the cutter and plotter do:
- Provide a wide variety of applications (high-intensity reflective film, sandblast resist rubber, automotive window & paint protection films, self-adhesive vinyl)
- Provide a myriad of sizes and shapes can be cut to exacting tolerances

What can it print?
- Paper
- Poly-back paper
- Low tack wall material
- Canvas
- Tyvek
- Vinyl banner material

Possible Applications:
- Research posters
- Directional signs
- Vehicle decals

For pricing and capability questions please call, email or visit the duplicating website at:
Phone:
(570)-389-4212
Email:
chaumer@bloomu.edu
Website:
www.bloomu.edu/duplicating